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Abstract

A key issue in near infrared spectroscopy (NIR) is the possibility to use calibrations generated on one instrument for predictions on others. A
number of methods for calibration transfer have been proposed, but which method to choose is typically not straightforward. An evaluation of a
number of methods for transferring quantitative calibrations between different instruments was carried out on near infrared diffuse-reflectance
data from a pharmaceutical formulation. Six instruments were included in the study, five of which were scanning grating instruments, both
w tic probe.
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ith and without fibre-optic probe configuration, and one of which was a Fourier-transform instrument, equipped with a fibre-op
he results show that it is possible to transfer calibrations between different instruments, provided that a structured procedure is u

echniques for calibration transfer, such as slope/bias correction on the predicted results, as well as standard normal variate tra
nd local centring of the raw spectra, gave considerably lower prediction errors on transfer than did standardisation with a certifi
eflectance standard, or direct transfer without any transfer function. Notably, including more than one instrument in the calibr
mproved the prediction ability of the models on calibration transfer.

No significant differences in wavelength scale were found when a certified diffuse-reflectance wavelength standard was m
he instruments studied. Nor did simulated wavelength scale differences below±0.3 nm cause any significant change in the predic
rrors.
2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Near infrared spectroscopy (NIR) has found a number of
pplications in the pharmaceutical industry during the last
ecades[1–25]. The technique is highly useful, but we believe

hat a prerequisite for its future success in this line of business
s the ability to transfer NIR calibrations from one instrument
o another. This would make NIR methods less sensitive to
nstrument failure and allow efficient method development on
master instrument at one site, followed by the simultaneous
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use of a single calibration at different locations, using s
instruments.

During the last 15–20 years, much attention has been
to the transfer of (multivariate) calibrations between diffe
NIR instruments[26–29], and recently also the regulato
authorities have approached the issue[30].

There may be several reasons for the differences bet
spectra recorded on different instruments. However, two
types can be distinguished:wavelength differencesoriginat-
ing from small differences in the wavelength scale andre-
sponse differences, which can e.g., be in the form of an offs
a multiplicative effect, a combination of these or of a m
complex nature[29]. Differences in apparent scattering m
originate from minor differences in how light is coupled
and out of the analysed samples.

731-7085/$ – see front matter © 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
oi:10.1016/j.jpba.2004.09.046
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The aim of this paperwas to study how a quantitative
calibration for a pharmaceutical formulation developed on a
single instrument (hence called themaster instrument) could
be transferred to other instruments (hence calledslave in-
struments). On transfer, each of the parameters configura-
tion (e.g., probe or sample cell) type (e.g., scanning grating
or Fourier transform, FT) and brand may differ between the
master and the slave instruments. In this study, type and brand
coincide and therefore, only configuration and type will be
discussed. Various existing methods for transferring quanti-
tative multivariate calibrations between different NIR instru-
ments were evaluated, aiming at:

1. Understanding how differences between NIR instruments
affect the transfer of multivariate calibrations.

2. Estimating the magnitude of prediction errors introduced
on the transfer of multivariate calibrations between NIR
instruments, before and after applying methods for cali-
bration transfer.

3. Outlining general strategies for transferring quantitative
multivariate calibrations for solid pharmaceutical formu-
lations between different NIR instruments.

This work is divided into two parts; the first of which
is presented in this paper and evaluates a number of tech-
niques for calibration transfer. The second part (Bergman
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been presented. In their comprehensive reviews, de Noord
[26], Bouveresse and Massart[27], Kramer[28] and Fearn
[29] classified the calibration transfer methods in different
ways. In this study, we focus on what is standardised and dis-
tinguish two main groups, which in their turn can be divided
into several sub-groups (Fig. 1):

1. Spectral standardisationaims at making spectra measured
on different instruments look as similar as possible. This
can be achieved in various ways, such as:
a. Applying spectral mapping, i.e., transforming (map-

ping) spectra collected on a slave instrument to make
them as similar as possible to spectra of the same sam-
ples collected on the master instrument. PDS[31,32],
wavelets[33–35], finite impulse response filtering[36]
(FIR) and local centring[37] are methods commonly
used in this group.

b. Developing arobust/invariant calibration by select-
ing robust wavelength regions that do not vary much
between different instruments and during the lifetime
of one instrument[38], or by pre-treating spectra us-
ing e.g., standard normal variate transformation[39]
(SNV), derivatives[40], multiplicative signal correc-
tion [41] (MSC) or orthogonal signal correction[42]
(OSC).
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t al., 2004; manuscript submitted to J. Pharm. Biom
nal.), will include a more thorough study of a selected n
er of methods for calibration transfer, i.e., local centr
lope/bias correction and piecewise direct standardis
PDS).

. Theory: algorithms for calibration transfer

Several strategies for transferring quantitative (multiv
te) calibrations between different NIR instruments h

Fig. 1. Classification o
c. Standardising instruments, in order to make them le
sensitive to calibration transfer. In the ideal case
differences between spectra collected on the slave
master instruments should be so small that they ca
neglected. This is an important task for the instrum
manufacturers.

. Model adaptation aims at:
a. Either making the model useful for more than

instrument (model design) by including several in
struments that should represent the instrumen
instrument variation expected in future measurem

ds for calibration transfer.
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in order to make it robust towards instrument change
and ageing.

b. Adjusting the modeldeveloped on one instrument to
make it work on other instruments too, which can be
accomplished either by adjusting the regression co-
efficients of the model or by adjusting the predicted
values. Calibrations using the classical or inverse cal-
ibration model[31] and reverse piecewise direct stan-
dardisation (RPDS)[43] are examples of the former
approach, while slope/bias correction is an example of
the latter.

This study includes methods using both the spec-
tral standardisation and the model adaptation approaches,
and the following methods in these groups were eva-
luated.

2.1. Spectral standardisation

Standardisation with a certified diffuse-reflectance stan-
dard, local centring, one sample as standard (spectral map-
ping) and SNV (invariant calibration).

2.2. Model adaptation

Including more instruments in the calibration (model de-
s
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mainly from the samples in the experimental design. The
samples were divided into a calibration set and a test set in
the following way:

Calibration set
• 12 samples from the batches in the experimental design
• 6 samples from the pilot-plant test batches
• 6 samples from two large-size batches
Test set
• 8 samples from three large-size batches

None of the batches in the calibration set was used in the
test set and vice versa.

Nine certified diffuse-reflectance standards(Labsphere,
North Sutton, NH, USA), eight of which were photometric
standards and one of which was a wavelength standard (WS),
were also measured.

3.2. NIR measurements and instrumentation

The scanning grating instruments were of the type Foss
NIRSystems 6500 (Foss NIRSystems, Silver Spring, MD,
USA), equipped with either a Rapid Content Analyzer
(RCA) module or an OptiProbe Fiber Optics module (probe).
The FT instrument was of the type Bomem MB160 (ABB
Bomem, Qúebec, Canada), equipped with a fibre-optic
d
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ign), and slope/bias correction (model adjustment).

. Experimental

.1. Samples

The sample set consisted of 32 coarse powder sam
AstraZeneca R&D M̈olndal, Sweden), the scattering a
bsorptions properties of which have been characterize

ier [44]. The samples originated from 16 different batch
ine of which came from an experimental design in p
lant scale, while the rest of them were test batches (tw
ilot-plant scale and five large-size batches). The conce

ion of the active ingredient varied about±25% around th
ean concentration in the samples. The variation origin

able 1
nstruments used for calibration transfer in this study

abel Brand Type

1RCA Foss Scanning grating
2RCA Foss Scanning grating
3Probe Foss Scanning grating
4Probe Foss Scanning grating
5Probe Foss Scanning grating
1Probe Bomem Fourier transform
6RCAa Foss Scanning grating

CA, rapid content analyzer.
a Instrument only used for the initial overview, and not in detailed c
b The Si and PbS detectors are used in wavelength ranges 400–11

or the calibrations included in this study.
iffuse-reflectance probe.
Measurements with RCA instruments were carried

n 50-ml glass beakers, while 50-ml polyethylene fla
ere used for measurements with NIR instruments equi
ith fibre-optic probes. All samples were measured

riplicates on six different instruments (seeTable 1), in
andom order. Some of the samples were also mea
n a seventh instrument (F6RCA). The data from

atter were only used for an initial overview, and
n the comparison of different algorithms for calibrat
ransfer.

Each of the certified diffuse-reflectance standards
easured once. There was no need for replicate analy

hese samples, since a feasibility study showed that ten
ate spectra of one standard gave highly repeatable r
data not shown).

Configuration Detector Locat

RCA Si/PbSb Site A
RCA Si/PbS Site A
Probe Si/PbS Site
Probe Si/PbS Site
Probe Si/PbS Site
Probe InGaAs Site
RCA Si/PbS Site B

son of techniques for calibration transfer.
and 1100–2500 nm, respectively. Only wavelength range 1100–220
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3.3. Reference methods

Two different in-house methods were used for reference
analyses; one based on UV spectrophotometry and the other
on liquid chromatography. The content of each sample was
determined with either of the two methods. All reference anal-
yses were double measurements and the mean standard devi-
ation of these was estimated to 1.0%, according to a method
proposed by Fearn[45].

3.4. Multivariate evaluation

Principal component analysis (PCA) and Partial least
squares regression (PLS) modelling was carried out in Simca
8.1 (Umetrics, Ume̊a, Sweden). All additional calculations
were made with Matlab 5.3 (MathWorks Inc., Natick MA,
USA) equipped with PLS Toolbox 2.0, (Eigenvector Re-
search, Manson, WA, USA).

The efficiency of a certain method for calibration transfer
was evaluated by comparing the prediction errors obtained
using the model developed on the master instrument using
NIR spectra:

1. Collected on a slave instrument, applying the transfer
method.

2. Recorded on the master instrument.
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Fig. 2. NIR raw spectra obtained with three instruments of different config-
urations and types; a scanning grating RCA (F1RCA), a scanning grating
probe (F5Probe), and an FT NIR instrument, equipped with a fibre-optic
probe (B1Probe).

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Spectroscopic chracterization

In Fig. 2, NIR raw spectra of the calibration set samples
obtained with three NIR instruments of different configura-
tions and types (F1RCA, F5Probe, B1Probe) are shown. It is
obvious that the differences between spectra obtained with
different NIR instruments were larger than the differences
between spectra of samples with different content of the ac-
tive ingredient. It is also clear that the differences between
spectra obtained with different instruments, were not solely
due to differences in offset.

It is known from the literature that differences in wave-
length scale between different instruments may cause cal-
ibration transfer problems[47]. In order to check whether
differences in the wavelength scale occurred for the types of
instruments used in this study, a certified diffuse-reflectance
wavelength standard was measured on all instruments. The
results show that no significant differences in wavelength
scale could be detected (Fig. 3). Further evaluation with PCA
confirmed this conclusion (data not shown).

The sensitivity of the PLS models for small simulated
differences in wavelength scale was also tested by shifting
spectra from two of the scanning grating instruments used for
p
s
n P).
T ts in-
s scale
s sults
o h
a st
f y of
a nter-
n from
. Measured with the slave instrument, without using
transfer function.

Two measures for estimating the prediction errors w
sed: theroot mean square error of prediction(RMSEP)
stimating the total prediction error, and themean bias, es-

imating the systematic part of the prediction error. Th
easures summarise in a simple and concise way the

ormance of a model after calibration transfer, and the
s similar but not identical to that suggested by Eusta
t al. [8] for evaluating PLS models. RMSEP gives a m
ure of the overall prediction ability of the model, and
ncreases on calibration transfer, this often shows up as
reased bias in the predictions. RMSEP and bias are de
s[46]:

MSEP=

√√√√√
n∑

i=1
(ŷNIR

i − yref
i )

2

n
(I)

ias=

n∑
i=1

ŷNIR
i − yref

i

n
(II)

ll comparisons were made on an independent test s
amples that were not present in the calibration. RMSEP
ean bias are here presented as percent of the mea

entration of the active ingredient in the test data set,
he calculations were made for each individual replicate
riplicate measurements on one sample gave three pre
alues.
-

rediction along the wavelength scale. The results inFig. 3b
how that differences in wavelength scale up to±0.3 nm had
o significant effect on the total prediction error (RMSE
hus, as long as the scanning grating instrument mee
trument specifications, small differences in wavelength
hould not be a problem. This is in accordance with the re
f Shenk and Westerhaus[47], that NIR instruments wit
wavelength alignment of±0.25 nm is sufficient for mo

ood and agricultural products. The wavelength accurac
n FT instrument should be better than this, since an i
al laser controls it during measurement. Specifications
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Fig. 3. The effect of small differences in wavelength scale on calibration
transfer; (a) NIR spectra of a certified diffuse-reflectance wavelength stan-
dard measured on the NIR instruments included in this study; (b) the effect
of simulated shifts of wavelength scale on the total prediction error (RM-
SEP) for PLS predictions for spectra recorded on instruments F2RCA and
F5Probe, respectively.

one manufacturer reported a wavenumber reproducibility of
0.04 cm−1 at 7300 cm−1, which corresponds to 0.015 nm at
1369.9 nm. Wavenumber repeatability (2�) of ±0.002 cm−1

was reported[48].

4.2. Multivariate analysis

A PCA model was made on the entire data set, using a
wavelength range of 1100–2200 nm. The reason for restrict-
ing the wavelength region to this range was that the FT instru-
ment generated noisy spectra below 1100 nm, and the fact that
the data from the oldest probe instruments were extremely
noisy above 2200 nm. This is a commonly used wavelength
range for the types of instruments studied, depending both
on detector quantum efficiency and on the spectral filter of Si
fibre-optics. The spectra of the FT instrument were recalcu-
lated from wavenumber to wavelength scale, in order to make
them compatible with the spectra obtained using the scanning
grating instruments. Spectrum resolution was adjusted to that
of the scanning grating instruments.

Fig. 4 shows a PCA score scatter plot for the first two
principal components, in which the instruments grouped

Fig. 4. A PCA score scatter plot (t1–t2), on the entire data set. The
spectra were mean-centred before modelling and the wavelength range
1100–2200 nm was used. Abbreviations in legends: SI, scanning grating
instrument; FTI, fourier transform instrument.

into clusters that correspond to the type of instrument; the
scanning grating instrument without (F1RCA, F2RCA and
F6RCA) and with a fibre-optic probe (F3Probe, F4Probe,
F5Probe), and the FT instrument equipped with a probe
(B1Probe). Note also that the spread within each of the two
groups of scanning grating instruments in the first two princi-
pal components was larger for the instruments equipped with
fibre-optic probes.

The quantitative models compared below were all PLS
models based on the wavelength ranges 1100–1870 and
1930–2200 nm. An initial study showed that these wave-
length ranges gave the best results, in terms of few PLS
components and low prediction errors. The wavelength re-
gions excluded in the calibrations do not contain significant
information of the active ingredient in the formulation.

4.3. Transfer of calibrations between instruments

4.3.1. Direct transfer
In order to test the worst-case scenario for calibration

transfer, models developed on a master instrument were di-
rectly used for predicting NIR spectra measured with slave
instruments, without applying any transfer function.

A calibration was developed using NIR spectra measured
on a scanning grating instrument of the RCA type (instru-
ment F1RCA, master instrument). The concentration of the
a t set
m d on
s type
(
s hen
u e type
a n the
s ment.
F robe
ctive ingredient was predicted in samples from a tes
easured both on the master instrument (F1RCA) an

everal slave instruments of different configuration and
F2RCA, F3Probe, F5Probe, B1Probe). The results inFig. 5a
how that the prediction errors (RMSEP, bias) obtained w
sing spectra recorded on a slave instrument of the sam
nd configuration as the one used for calibration, were i
ame range as the ones obtained for the master instru
or slave instruments of another configuration/type (p
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Fig. 5. Prediction errors (RMSEP, bias) obtained when predicting a test
set of samples measured on the master instrument (leftmost), as well as on
several slave instruments (F2RCA, F3Probe, F5Probe, B1Probe). No transfer
functions were used for predictions from spectra from the slave instruments.
The calibration was based on (a) NIR spectra from the RCA instrument
F1RCA (master instrument), and (b) NIR spectra from the scanning grating
probe instrument F4Probe (master instrument).

instruments of the scanning grating and FT types, respec-
tively), however, the prediction errors were much higher, and
the bias contributed to a large portion of the total prediction
error.

If the master instrument used for developing the cali-
bration was of the scanning grating probe type (instrument
F4Probe), the prediction error for the master instrument was
somewhat higher (Fig. 5b) than when an RCA instrument
was used as the master instrument (Fig. 5a). The prediction
errors obtained when an RCA instrument was used as the
slave instrument were also somewhat higher, but when the
slave instrument was of the probe type, the prediction errors
were considerably lower (Fig. 5) than when an RCA instru-
ment was used as the master instrument.

A more extensive summary of results can be found in
Table 2. For some calibrations, lower prediction errors were
obtained for some of the slave instruments than for the master
instrument. This may seem strange, but is probably just an
effect of statistical uncertainty, caused by the limited num-
ber of samples used in the study. The trends are, however,
trustworthy and in good agreement with the results from the
coming in-depth study mentioned in the introduction, which
covers a selected number of the techniques for calibration
transfer, using larger calibration and test sets.

4
4 al-
i ec-

Table 2
A summary of prediction errors (RMSEP, bias) obtained for predicting a test
set of samples measured on the master instrument, as well as on several slave
instruments (F2RCA, F3Probe, F5Probe, B1Probe), using various transfer
functions

Master
instrument

Transfer functions

Master F2RCA F3Probe F5Probe B1Probe

No transfer function
F1RCA

RMSEP 7.0 5.7 65.0 31.1 66.7
bias −2.2 −0.9 64.1 28.9 63.3

F4Probe
RMSEP 9.4 10.1 28.3 9.9 30.9
bias 0.9 -8.9 27.4 5.6 25.8

Transfer function: stand certified diffuse-refl stand
F1RCA

RMSEP 7.0 6.6 40.0 11.9 59.5
bias −2.2 −3.3 38.5 2.5 −55.6

F4Probe
RMSEP 9.4 11.5 34.0 13.7 28.6
bias 0.9 10.5 33.2 11.0 −23.0

Transfer function: local centring
F1RCA

RMSEP 7.0 5.8 11.1 11.7 24.4
bias −2.2 −1.1 2.2 −0.8 −12.3

F4Probe
RMSEP 9.4 4.8 8.1 8.2 19.2
bias 0.9 −0.3 4.0 1.2 −9.0

Transfer function: SNV
F1RCA

RMSEP 6.6 5.2 7.1 21.7 26.2
bias −2.3 −2.2 −4.6 −20.8 −25.3

F4Probe
RMSEP 9.2 7.4 8.1 6.9 10.6
bias 2.7 0.9 3.4 0.7 −6.0

Transfer function: slope/bias correction
F1RCA

RMSEP 7.0 5.3 9.6 7.6 9.0
bias −2.2 −0.6 3.3 2.5 −3.7

F4Probe
RMSEP 9.4 5.1 8.5 6.9 6.8
bias 0.9 −1.3 3.5 2.9 −1.7

Transfer function: one sample as Standard
F1RCA

RMSEP 7.0 5.7 13.3 13.7 21.1
bias −2.2 0.1 7.7 7.2 0.2

F4Probe
RMSEP 9.4 5.0 9.0 10.0 17.0
bias 0.9 −1.5 5.5 5.9 1.2

Several instruments in calibration
(no transfer functions)

F1RCA F4Probe
RMSEP 8.7 5.0 29.7 11.2 28.1
bias −0.4 −1.0 28.5 6.5 22.1

F1RCA F4Probe B1Probe
RMSEP 10.7 5.8 10.3 6.5 N/A
bias −1.1 −1.4 9.3 2.8 N/A

tra generated on a slave instrument were offset adjusted, in
order to make them similar to spectra measured on a mas-
ter instrument. One way of doing this would be to measure
a photometric standard with a given reflectance, e.g., 80%,
.3.2. Spectral standardisation

.3.2.1. Spectral mapping.It has been suggested that c
bration transfer could be considerably simplified if sp
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Fig. 6. Prediction errors (RMSEP, bias) obtained for predicting a test set
of samples measured on the master instrument (leftmost), as well as on
several slave instruments (F2RCA, F3Probe, F5Probe, B1Probe). Transfer
function: standardization with a certified diffuse-reflectance standard. The
calibration was based on NIR spectra from the RCA-instrument F1RCA
(master instrument).

on both the master and the slave instruments, calculate the
mean difference between the two instruments and make an
offset adjustment of all spectra of samples recorded on the
slave instrument, i.e.,standardisationwith a certified diffuse-
reflectance standard. This implies that the only, or at least the
dominating, difference between the spectra recorded on the
two instruments would be a pure offset.

This idea was applied to a calibration developed on spec-
tra from instrument F1RCA. As shown inFig. 6, there was
a slight reduction in prediction errors compared with using
no transfer function, if spectra from a probe instrument were
used for predicting the concentration of the active ingredient,
using a calibration developed on an RCA instrument. Still,
the prediction errors were large (Fig. 6). ConsideringFig. 2
that clearly shows that the spectral differences between dif-
ferent instruments were not always pure offsets, the results
are not surprising. This approach may work well for calibra-
tion transfer between very similar instruments, but then direct
transfer, without the use of any transfer function, often works
as well.

Local centring[37] can be a successful strategy to improve
predictions if the mean spectrum of the calibration set differs
from that of a new prediction set. It can also be used to account
for differences in groups of spectra measured on different
instruments and has been successfully used for calibration
t of
m ct to
t ed on
t pect
t trum
b t, as in
t

r is
s ced
f sfer
f for
p ment
w dict-
i

Fig. 7. Prediction errors (RMSEP, bias) obtained for predicting a test set
of samples measured on the master instrument (leftmost), as well as on
several slave instruments (F2RCA, F3Probe, F5Probe, B1Probe). Transfer
function: local centring. The calibration was based on NIR spectra from the
RCA-instrument F1RCA (master instrument).

A variant of standardisation with a certified diffuse-
reflectance standard was also tried, in which one of the sam-
ples from the calibration carried out on the master instrument
was used for standardisation of spectra recorded on the slave
instrument. This technique worked well (Table 2) and can be
looked upon as a variation of local centring.

4.3.2.2. Robust/invariant calibration.SNV [39] is a well-
known technique for spectral pre-treatment. In NIR spec-
troscopy, it has been successfully used e.g., reducing light-
scattering effects obtained at diffuse-reflectance measure-
ments on solid samples. Since the technique reduces differ-
ences in offset and slope in NIR spectra, it seems likely that it
should have the potential of reducing prediction errors when
transferring calibration data, too.

The results obtained in this study (Fig. 8) show that SNV
reduced the prediction errors of the slave instruments about
as much as did local centring.

4.3.3. Model adaptation
4.3.3.1. Model design.A completely different approach to
those tried so far, would be to model the differences between
instruments instead of trying to minimize them before mod-
elling. One way of doing so would be to include more than
one instrument in the calibration—an idea that was tested by

F set of
s several
s ction:
S ment
F

ransfer[49]. The idea with local centring is that instead
ean centring a spectrum for a new sample with respe

he mean spectrum of the calibration data set measur
he master instrument, the calculation is made with res
o the mean spectrum of the group to which the new spec
elongs, e.g., a test set measured on a slave instrumen

his study.
The effect of using local centring for calibration transfe

hown inFig. 7. The prediction errors were greatly redu
or all slave instruments, compared with when no tran
unction was used. Still, the prediction errors obtained
redictions based on spectra recorded on the FT instru
ere considerably higher than those obtained when pre

ng a test set on the master instrument.
ig. 8. Prediction errors (RMSEP, bias) obtained for predicting a test
amples measured on the master instrument (leftmost), as well as on
lave instruments (F2RCA, F3Probe, F5Probe, B1Probe). Transfer fun
NV. The calibration was based on NIR spectra from the RCA-instru
1RCA (master instrument).
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Fig. 9. Prediction errors (RMSEP, bias) obtained for predicting a test set
of samples measured on the three master instruments (F1RCA, F4Probe,
B1Probe) included in the calibration (leftmost), as well as on several slave
instruments (F2RCA, F3Probe, F5Probe). No transfer function. Predictions
for instrument B1Probe would not be relevant, since this instrument was
included in the calibration, and therefore not shown in the figure.

developing PLS models based on two or three instruments.
Fig. 9shows the prediction errors obtained for three slave in-
struments (F2RCA, F3Probe, F5Probe) when a calibration
based on spectra from three master instruments (F1RCA,
F4Probe, B1Probe) of different configurations and types was
used for prediction. The results show that the approach of
modelling instrumental differences worked approximately as
well as the best transfer functions evaluated in this study. In-
cluding more instruments in the model worked even better in
combination with techniques for spectral pre-treatment, such
as SNV (data not shown). Unfortunately, it was not possible
to test how well the approach would work for predicting sam-
ples measured with an FT instrument, since there was only
one such instrument available for the study.

4.3.3.2. Model adjustment.Slope/bias correction could be
described as a simple and robust alternative to other cali-
bration transfer techniques. The idea is to predict results,
both from spectra measured on the master instrument and
from those measured on slave instruments without using any
transfer functions, neither on the spectra, nor on the calibra-
tion model, then applying linear regression to all pair wise
values obtained at prediction with both instruments. Future
multivariate predictions made from spectra recorded on slave
instruments will be corrected using the linear model. The
d large
e calcu-
l hip is
a used.
S ied to
c nstru-
m ral
p

s
c plied
t type
o rors
w unc-
t bined

Fig. 10. Prediction errors (RMSEP, bias) obtained for predicting a test set
of samples measured on the master instrument (leftmost), as well as on
several slave instruments (F2RCA, F3Probe, F5Probe, B1Probe). Transfer
function: slope/bias correction. The calibration was based on NIR spectra
from the RCA-instrument F1RCA (master instrument).

with other techniques for calibration transfer, such as spec-
tral standardisation.

5. Conclusions

This study shows that it was possible to transfer quantita-
tive calibrations between different NIR instruments maintain-
ing good prediction ability, provided that a structured proce-
dure was used. This was true even for instruments of different
configurations and types.

The prediction ability of a model after calibration transfer
can be evaluated by employing two simple measures: RMSEP
and mean bias. By doing so, both the total and systematic
prediction errors can be estimated.

Calibration transfer between two very similar instruments,
such as two scanning grating RCA instruments, may be pos-
sible without using any transfer function, while the transfer
between two less similar instruments, such as those of differ-
ent configuration or type, normally requires the use of some
transfer function. Direct transfer of calibration data from an
instrument equipped with a probe to one without a probe
generated lower prediction errors than vice versa.

Including more instruments in the calibration decreased
prediction errors on calibration transfer, compared with us-
i was
p ions
a rated
h lted
i

bias
c aller
p ard-
i irect
t

ound
f ea-
s rd.

w tru-
rawback of this approach is that extra samples with a
nough variation in the response variable are needed to

ate the regression equation, but since a linear relations
ssumed, a limited number of samples can normally be
lope/bias correction has e.g., been successfully appl
alibration transfer between a master and several slave i
ents in the Danish network for NIR analysis of agricultu
roducts[50].

The results from this study (Fig. 10) show that slope/bia
orrection on predicted results could be successfully ap
o all slave instruments, no matter the configuration or
f NIR instrument chosen. In general, the prediction er
ere lower than those obtained with any other transfer f

ion tested. The technique can of course also be com
ng calibrations solely developed on one instrument. It
ossible to include instruments of different configurat
nd types in the same calibration. Even though this gene
igher prediction errors for the calibration itself, it resu

n low prediction errors on calibration transfer.
Of the transfer algorithms tested in this study, slope/

orrection, SNV and local centring gave considerably sm
rediction errors on calibration transfer than did stand

zation with a certified diffuse-reflectance standard or d
ransfer without the use of any transfer function.

No detectable differences in wavelength scale were f
or any of the instruments included in the study, when m
uring a certified diffuse-reflectance wavelength standa

Simulated differences in wavelength scale up to±0.3 nm,
hich is a typical specification for scanning grating ins
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ments, gave no significant deterioration in prediction ability
of the PLS models. Thus, as long as the instruments meet
their specification, small differences in wavelength scale do
not seem to be a problem on calibration transfer of the type
of NIR methods studied here.
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